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Trip Report

Key points:
o Cross-center one-day workshop (26 April) provided overview of ongoing and future unmanned

systems research and development efforts at SSC-Pacific

o Thirteen briefings represented approximately a third of active projects and researchers, with
attendance of over fifty participants

o Presentations by NPS Assistant Professor Timothy H Chung (SE) highlighted the Consor-
tium for Robotics and Unmanned Systems Education and Research (CRUSER), the NPS-
USSOCOM Field Experimentation Cooperative (TNT), and Systems Engineering for un-
manned systems

o Informal tour of various facilities included the TRANSDEC, the Unmanned Marine Vehicles
Laboratory, and the Robot Farm, providing excellent exposure for experimentation capabilities.

Background:
The 2011 Unmanned Systems (UxS) Symposium at SSC-Pacific represents the fourth workshop of
its kind, co-organized by Robin Larid and Steve Koepenick. This event offers internal researchers,
program managers, and participants an overview (of a subset) of the unmanned systems research
performed at SSC-Pacific. Historically, this event was initiated to foster greater discussion among
aligned efforts across the Center, and in particular, with the recent reorganization of UxS programs
into a “subportfolio” structure, the symposium provides an opportunity to bring together the mem-
bers of these project groups. At Steve Koepenick’s invitation following NPS’ March visit to the
San Clemente Island facility (Drs. Ray Buettner and Timothy Chung), Dr. Chung presented two
programs that offer potential opportunities for collaboration in the broad area of UxS research:
the Consortium for Robotics and Unmanned Systems Education and Research (CRUSER) and the
NPS-USSOCOM Field Experimentation Cooperative (TNT).

Discussion:
The thirteen presentations represent a cross-section of the research programs at SSC-Pacific. In
addition to the two aforementioned briefs for CRUSER and TNT, the following briefs and their
respective presenters are spotlighted.

o Terry Simpson (PEO-C4I Introduction): Provided overview of the strategic goals for
PEO C4I, summarized by: (1) minimize cost, deliver capabilities, (2) rapid capabilities to
warfighter, (3) develop workforce, achieve excellence. Note that NPS houses the C4I Chair
held by Assistant Professor Rachel Goshorn, who serves as the NPS POC for PEO C4I.

o Chris Mailey (N2/N6F2 perspective and LDUUV): Provided an excellent look at
OPNAV and the current structure within OPNAV N2/N6, including a highlighted focus on
N2N6F24 representing undersea capabilities (CAPT Currer). Additional discussions included
efforts in support of the UxS Cross Functional Team (CAPT Zwick). Chris is a SPAWAR
civilian serving as N2N6F2 liason, and provides the technologist’s perspective for the Fleet or
COCOM directed research and development in unmanned systems.
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o Steve Koepenick (Unmanned Maritime Environment): Provided an overview of the fa-
cilities and resources available at SSC-Pacific, which include a number of extensive test ranges,
research platforms and assets, a long legacy of robotics research expertise, and continued rel-
evance in the areas of unmanned systems.

o Steve Koepenick (OSD Unmanned and Autonomous System Test): Provided an-
nouncement of his new role within OSD Test and Evaluation programs, including discussion
on how to more tightly couple technologists and the operators more effectively within the test
and evaluation processes.

o Kyle Luthy (ONR Science of Autonomy Workshop): Provided summary of recent
attendance at the ONR Science of Autonomy Workshop (see also Chung trip report), which
highlighted the areas of biomimicry, human-robot interfaces, and autonomy research.

o Doug Lange (Unmanned Systems Workshop): Provided proposed plans for developing
the SSC-Pacific Technical Vision for UxS, utilizing a call for position papers which will be
collected and discussed in a collaborative forum at a future workshop (tentatively Sept). The
resulting anthology of papers will be offered (in the form of a SSC-Pacific technical report)
as a overarching statement for the selected theme entitled “Raising the Level of Autonomy.”
Additional topics can be addressed using a similar approach in a future workshop setting.

o Eric Hendricks (Autonomous Aerial Cargo Utility System INP): Provided a pro-
grammatic overview of the AACUS effort, standing in for Azi Sharif, Deputy PM for the ONR
Innovative Naval Prototype (INP) program. In addition to the LDUUV INP, the AACUS INP
represents an effort by the Navy to rapidly develop a core architecture in support of the use
of cargo unmanned aerial systems, e.g., for resupply and casevac missions.

o Hoa Ngyuen (Platform Autonomy, UxV C2, Counter Tunnel): Provided broad
overview of a selection of programs within the Unmanned Systems Branch, which includes
over 30 different projects. Specifically discussed were the Multi Robot Operator Control Unit
(MOCU) integration with UUVs, developments for improved human systems integration with
MOCU, the Autonomous Capability Suite (ACS) software for autonomy behaviors, and eval-
uation of various tunnel robotic systems.

o Tom Aldern (Unmanned Combat Air System Demonstration): Provided a quick look
at recent successful flight tests at Creech AFB of the UCAS-D system. Project demonstra-
tion included nominal flight characteristics, networking for C2, and autonomous take-off and
landing.

o Mike McWilliams (UGV HCI) and Glenn Osga (USV HCI): Provided recent develop-
ments and studies pertaining to the use of MOCU in the context of human systems integration.
Experiments for the ground robots include new operator control devices (e.g., game controller)
and redesigned operator interface in support of EOD clearance mission sets. USV experiments
included simultaneous control of two assets with variable mission workloads.

o Mike Bruch (MOCU, ACS): Provided overview of programs in the Unmanned Systems
group as Chief Engineer, as well as ongoing work for ONR Code 30 for ground vehicle autonomy.
The presentation included description of the MOCU (user interface) and the ACS (autonomy
payload) architectures, respectively, with highlights of current transition efforts in progress,
including the AEODRS (Advanced EOD Robot System) program.

o Rich Arrieta (Unmanned Marine Vehicles Laboratory): Provided excellent descrip-
tions of ongoing efforts in undersea robotics efforts, including the primary focus of development,
testing and evaluation for Fleet unmanned undersea vehicles. Programs of interest include ex-
tensive efforts to evaluate and deliver Fleet UUV assets, largely for the EOD community, and
the LBS-UUV (Littoral Battlespace Sensing) effort for METOC missions.
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Action Items:
o Obtain electronic copies of presented briefs for distribution upon request

o Extend invitations to relevant individuals to present their research and program activities and
interact with the NPS CRUSER Community of Interest

o Engage Robin Larid for further discussions on expanding this SSC-Pacific model to a multi-
Center, multi-Laboratory UxS Symposium, including possible avenues for CRUSER to help
facilitate this effort

o Follow up with CAPT Mike Carter and Michael Bruch regarding further interactions and usage
of MOCU for robotics efforts, either in field experimentation or educational resources at NPS

o Engage CAPT Archibald for further discussions on field experimentation efforts and possible
collaborations for unmanned systems efforts

o Re-engage with Prof. Rachel Goshorn as NPS C4I Chair for further discussions on collaborative
efforts with PEO C4I

o Examine opportunities to leverage SPAWAR resources, including the TRANSDEC instru-
mented facility for UUV testing and San Clemente Island for additional operationally-relevant
field experimentation

Summary:
The symposium provided a great venue for exposure to many of the ongoing activities at SSC-
Pacific in the areas of unmanned systems, including (but not limited to): field experimentation, test
and evaluation, human systems integration, levels of autonomy, C4I, and systems engineering. The
opportunity to share and participate was valuable for increasing the strong relationship between
NPS and SPAWAR, and future occasions to exchange information, e.g., on-campus NPS research
fairs, potential student thesis topics, enrichment week activities, and student visits to research
and experimentation activities, will be beneficial. Positive feedback suggest that programs such as
CRUSER and TNT can play an enabling role for such collaborations.

Respectfully submitted,
Timothy H. Chung
thchung@nps.edu
April 27, 2011
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